
〈要旨〉
　本稿では，“just”は 1）話し手が「表出命題が存在しない」ということを前提にして，
2）話し手がその前提を否定することを表すということを主張する。そして，“just”はコン
テクストに応じて 2つの用法，すなわち，肯定的用法と否定的用法になることを示す。肯定
的用法でも否定的用法でも「表出命題は存在しない」という前提を否定して，「表出命題は
存在しないのではない」ということを表すのは同じだが，両者は次の点で異なる。否定的用
法では，前提「表出命題は存在しない」が別の肯定命題で言い替えられるので，結果的に別
の命題の否定を表すことになる。これに対して，肯定的用法では，前提「表出命題は存在し
ない」が否定されて「表出命題は存在しないのではない」となる。肯定的用法が強調のニュ
アンスになるのは 2重否定が肯定と同じことを表すからである。

1.  Introduction

  In this article, I claim that ‘just’ pragmatically means 1） that the speaker presupposes the 

proposition expressed is not supposed to exist, and 2） that the speaker expresses the negation of 

the implicated premise.

  I propose that, depending on the context, the word “just” has two uses: positive and negative 

（hereafter, positive “just” and negative “just”）. In the following sentences, （1） is a typical 

example of a negative “just” and （2） of a positive “just.”

 （1）  A: What a beautiful ring you’re wearing! It must have been expensive.

    B: Thank you. But it is just an imitation. （negative “just”）

 （2）  A: Mother （on the phone）: Are you having a good time? Is everything okay?

    B: Daughter: Yeah. Everything is wonderful. Just great. （positive “just”）

  In both the negative and positive “just,” there is an implied conclusion where the speaker 

denies the implicated premise. However, these two usages are different as shown below;

  As far as the negative “just” is concerned, the implicated premise, the proposition expressed 

is not supposed to exist, can be paraphrased by the equivalent positive sentence. So the implicated 

conclusion, which is negation of the implicated premise, will be negation of the positive sentence.

  On the other hand, as far as the positive “just” is concerned, the implicated conclusion has 
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double negations. Since the implicated conclusion has two such negations, they end up being 

positive. As a result, positive “just” emphasizes the proposition expressed. The emphatic meaning 

of positive “just” is derived from the double negative becoming positive.

2.  Limitations of previous research

  Lee （1987:394） claims that “just” has the following four meanings:

 （3）  Depreciatory: It’s not a sharp headache. . . just a dull headache.

 （4）  Restrictive: You can get a B grade just for that answer.

 （5）  Specificatory: The shingles I got just after he died.

 （6）  Emphatic: I had so much milk it was just incredible. It was just impossible.

 （The four examples above are from Lee （1987））

  Lee （1987:379） asserts that in （3） the speaker denies the referent process （It is not a sharp 

headache）, and then goes on to affirm the focal process （It is a dull headache）. Thus, （3） presents a 

subdued meaning.

  In addition, Lee （1987） mentions that depreciatory usage is related to the restrictive, specifica-

tory, and emphatic usages; however, he does not suggest any inclusive criteria which may be appli-

cable to the four usages shown in the above examples. For instance, he admits that there is a 

non-contrastive usage even in the depreciatory example （3）, in which the process is absolutely 

minimized, without referring to any other process （Lee （1987:380））. However, I find it difficult to 

agree with Lee （1987） as there are many examples in which there are no referent processes. 

Particularly, in the emphatic “just” shown in （6）, Lee （1987） fails to present any explanation 

regarding the referent process. To explain the emphatic usage, Lee （1987:394） simply presents 

examples for the time and spatial usages of “just,” such as just after Y, just near, just under, and just 

over. In these examples, just identifies the area in which the condition in question is most salient or 

is realized in its most intense form. However, he does not explain why the emphatic “just” seems 

to be salient and emphatic in a sentence with an adjective predicate as seen in （6）.

  In this article, I present an inclusive criterion for “just,” which, I believe, can be applicable to 

all examples of “just.” I assert that in every example of “just,” there is a contrastive element to be 

denied: in all examples of “just,” the speaker denies the referent process, and then goes on to 

affirm the focal process.
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3.  Discussion

3.1  Scope of this article

  To avoid a complicated argument, I have limited my discussion to the “just” which is used 

with an adjective predicate as presented in the following examples:

 （7）  BOBBY:  And, Jack. . .I’m as conniving as they come, but a sneak attack is just wrong. （From 

the script of THIRTEEN DAYS）

 （8）  RICHARD:  Actually, the whole thing is just ridiculous. （From the script of SEVEN YEAR 

ITCH）,

  In addition, in the following adjective phrase （9） I provide an analysis for the “just” which is 

used with a nominal predicate to describe the attribute of a subject.

 （9）  Your whole life is just a dream.（From the script of TOTAL RECALL）

  However, I do not analyze the usage of “just” with verb predicates, As shown in examples （10）, 

（11）, and （12）.

 （10） He has just come.

 （11） She was just phoning.

 （12） I should just think so.

3.2  Pragmatic characteristics of the negative “just”

3.2.1  Referent process of the negative “just”

  The usage of “just” in （13） is what Lee （1987） called a depreciatory usage; I call this a 

negative “just,” because the speaker denies the referent process, and then goes on to affirm the 

focal process. From my perspective, the referent process of a negative “just” is derived from the 

proposition expressed. For example, in （13）, since the proposition expressed “It is an imitation” 

can be paraphrased as “It is not genuine,” the listener perceives that “It is genuine” is the referent 

process. In other words, the listener perceives something different from what the proposition 

expresses.

 （13）（＝（1）） A: What a beautiful ring you’re wearing! It must have been expensive.

       B: Thank you. But it is just an imitation.
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  Therefore, it is easier for the listener to elicit the following implicated premise from the propo-

sition expressed. 

Implicated premise of “just” in （13）: The proposition expressed, It is an imitation, is not 

supposed to exist, which is equivalent to It is genuine.

3.2.2  Implicated conclusion of negative “just”

  As Lee （1987） states, the negative “just” in （13） denies the referent process, and then goes 

on to affirm the focal process. Therefore, I call the “just” in （13） as negative. For example, the 

speaker in （13） denies the implicated premise, so the implicated conclusion for the negative “just” 

in （13） is as follows:

Implicated conclusion for the “just” in （13）: It is not that the proposition expressed, It is an 

imitation, is not supposed to exist, which is equivalent to It is genuine. So the implicated 

conclusion will be It is not that “It is genuine”. As a result, the “just” in （13） means that It is 

not genuine and it is an imitation.

In other words, the speaker denies the referent process being genuine, and then goes on to affirm 

the focal process being an imitation.

  （14） is also an example of a negative “just.”

 （14）  Then she said: “I heard this rumour that Ruth had a really bad first donation. Just a 

rumour, but I heard it more than once.”

    “I heard that too.” （from NEVER LET ME GO by Kazuo Ishiguro）

  In （14）, the speaker implies that it could not be a rumour, so can be paraphrased as not being 

true. In other words, there is something different implied in the proposition expressed. Therefore, 

the implicated premise in （14） is as follows;

Implicated premise of the “just” in （14）: The proposition expressed, （It is） a rumour, is not 

supposed to exist, which is equivalent to “It is true.”

  The speaker in （14） denies the implicated premise; the speaker denies the proposition 

expressed, （It is） a rumour, is not supposed to exist, which is equivalent to It is a rumour. 

Therefore, the implicated conclusion for （14） is as follows:
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Implicated conclusion of the “just” in （14）: It is not that the proposition expressed, It is a 

rumour, is not supposed to exist, which is equivalent to It is true. So the implicated conclu-

sion will be It is not that “It is true”. As a result, the “just” in （14） means that It is not true 

and it is a rumour.

  It can be observed that the “just” in （14） has the following two implicated conclusions: It is 

not that the proposition expressed, （It is） a rumour, is not supposed to exist and it is not that It is 

true.

  In sum, as far as the negative “just” is concerned, the implicated premise, the proposition 

expressed is not supposed to exist, can be paraphrased by the equivalent positive sentence. So the 

implicated conclusion, which is negation of the implicated premise, will be negation of the positive 

sentence.

3.3  Pragmatic characteristics of the positive “just”

3.3.1  Referent process of the positive “just”

  （6） is an example of an emphatic “just.” Lee （1987:394） proposes that the emphatic “just” 

can generally be replaced by words such as only, merely, or immediately. It is true that the just in （6） 

can be replaced by really as shown in （15）.

 （6）  emphatic: I had so much milk it was just incredible. It was just impossible.

 （Lee （1987））

 （15） I had so much milk it was really incredible. It was really impossible.

  （16） is also an example of the emphatic “just.”

 （16） Main Caster, Tetsuko: I hear that it took more than two years to make this film.

    Tom Cruise: Yes. It was very hard. But it was just fun.

 （From the script of TETSUKO NO HEYA, 2013/5/31）

  Apparently, there is no referent process for the “just” in （6） and （16）; there should be 

something different from the proposition expressed, but no referent process appears to be in the 

pretext.

  However, if you carefully examine the “just” in （16） a referent process can be found. For 

example, looking at a pretext of the positive “just” in （16）, there is a sentence which implies that 

the proposition expressed is not supposed to exist, which is the referent process for the positive 
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“just.” For example, in （16）, Tom Cruise says It was very hard in the pretext, implying that To 

make a film is not fun. This, then, could be considered the referent process for the positive “just.” 

In other words, before the proposition expressed is uttered, there is an implicated premise for the 

proposition expressed, To make a film is fun, is not supposed to exist, which means that there was 

an implicated premise, To make a film is not fun.

  In summary, the implicated premise for the positive “just” in （16） is as follows:

Implicated premise for the “just” in （16）: The proposition expressed, To make a film is fun, 

is not supposed to exist, which is equivalent to To make a film is not fun.

3.3.2  Implicated conclusion for the positive “just”

  In both the negative and positive “just,” there is an implied conclusion where the speaker 

denies the implicated premise. That is, the implicated conclusion for the “just” is that the speaker 

negates the implied premise. For example, in （16）, the speaker denies the referent process, To 

make a film is not fun, and therefore the implicated conclusion for the “just” in （16） is as follows:

Implicated conclusion for the “just” in （16）: It is not that the proposition expressed, To 

make a film is fun, is not supposed to exist. This is equivalent to To make a film IS fun. 

  （17） is another example of the positive “just.” The speaker in （17） implies that it is acceptable 

to be unfair to herself, but she thinks it is necessary to be fair to the girls. Therefore, in the pretext, 

there is an implicated premise in the proposition expressed: It is so unfair to the girls, is not 

supposed to exist. In other words, there is an implicated premise: It is not unfair to the girls.

 （17）  Miranda: Anyway, I don’t…I don’t really care what anybody writes about me. But my girls, 

I just. . .It’s just so unfair to the girls. And it’s just, um, another disappointment. Another 

let down. Another Father figure gone. （＝ It is not that the proposition expressed （It’s so 

unfair） does not exist. （From the script of THE DEVIL WEARS PRADA）

3.3.3  Why does the positive “just” sound emphatic?

  In this section, I present a pragmatic mechanism for the positive “just,” and demonstrate why 

the positive “just” sounds emphatic. After re-examining （16）, the implicated conclusion for the 

“just” is as follows:

Implicated conclusion for the “just” in （16）: It is not that the proposition expressed, To 
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make a film is fun, is not supposed to exist. This is equivalent to To make a film IS fun.

  As can be seen above, the implicated conclusion for the “just” in （16） has two underlined 

negations. Since the implicated conclusion in （16） has two such negations, they end up being 

positive. As a result, the “just” in （16） emphasizes the proposition expressed: It is fun. The 

emphatic meaning in （16） is derived from the double negative becoming positive. Therefore, I call 

the “just” in （16） a positive “just.”

  （18） is also an example of a positive “just,” so the same double negation as that in （16） can be 

seen. 

 （18）（=（2）） A: Mother （on the phone）: Are you having a good time? Is everything okay?

       B: Daughter: Yeah. Everything is wonderful. Just great. （positive “just”）

 （From the script of BEVERLY HILLS 90210）

  In （18）, the mother is asking her daughter, who has started living alone, if there is anything 

wrong. This indicates that the mother thinks that everything is not great. In other words, there was 

an implicated premise in the proposition expressed, Everything is great, not having existed in the 

pretext.

  The positive “just” shows that the speaker denies the implicated premise. For example, the 

“just” in （18）B negates the implicated premise, Everything is great, is not supposed to exist. 

Therefore, the implicated conclusion in （18）B is, It is not that Everything is great, is not supposed to 

exist, which is equivalent to Everything IS great. The positive “just” sounds emphatic because the 

positivity is derived from the double negative.

  （19） is also an example of a positive “just.” In the pretext for the “just” in （19）, there is the 

utterance: Tomatoes in winter are not so good. This implies that some vegetables are not so good. 

Therefore, before the proposition expressed is uttered, there is a mutual understanding of the 

proposition expressed: This is exquisite, is not supposed to exist, and is equivalent to This is not 

exquisite. This becomes the implicated premise for the “just” in （19）.

 （19）  ［Giada （the main host of this TV program） is walking around a vegetable market in a 

small town in Italy, explaining various Italian vegetables to the audience in the USA.］

    Giada: Tomatoes in winter are not so good. 

    ［Walking around the market and looking the other side to the tomatoes in Italy］

    And this is just exquisite, a typical Italian fruit.
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 （EVERYDAY ITALIAN by Giada De Laurentis, 2013/23 April）

  For this the implicated conclusion for “just,” the speaker negates the implicated premise. For 

example, the implicated conclusion in （19） is not that This is not exquisite, which is equivalent to 

This IS exquisite. Again, the positive “just” sounds emphatic because of the positivity derived from 

the double negative.

3.4  Difference between the positive and negative “just”

  Let us re-examine （13）.

 （13） A: What a beautiful ring you’re wearing! It must have been expensive.

    B: Thank you. But it is just an imitation.

The “just” in （13）B negates the implicated premise; It is not an imitation. Therefore, the impli-

cated conclusion in （13）B is: It is not that It is an imitation is not supposed to exist, which is equiva-

lent to the positive sentence It is an imitation DOES exist. Since “to be genuine” can be considered 

an antonym of “to be an imitation,” the implicated conclusion, It is not that It is not an imitation, is 

also paraphrased by the negative sentence, It is not genuine, in （13）.

  In conclusion, if the proposition expressed can be paraphrased by something different from the 

proposition expressed; e.g. its antonym, then the “just” in the proposition expressed is a negative 

“just.” In other words, if the implicated conclusion can be paraphrased by another proposition, 

then the “just” in the proposition expressed is recognized as a negative “just,” because there are 

two implicated conclusions. For example, the implicated conclusion in （20）B is It is not that I don’t 

want to go, which is equivalent to “I DO want to go. It is important to note here that the implicated 

conclusion, It is not that I don’t want to go, can be paraphrased by another proposition, I DO want to 

go but I am busy.

 （20） A: Would you like to come with us?

    B: No, I can’t.

    A: Really?

    B: It is not that I don’t want to go, but it is just that I am busy.

  On the other hand, if the proposition expressed cannot be paraphrased by any antonym and the 

proposition expressed is not supposed to exist in the pretext, then the “just” is recognized as 

positive.
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4.  Concluding Remarks

  In this article, I illustrated that, depending on the context, “just” has two usages: positive and 

negative.

  The negative “just” has an implicated premise, in which something different is supposed to 

exist. This negative “just” leads to an implicated conclusion by the speaker denying the implicated 

premise.

  On the other hand, it is difficult to determine for a positive “just” what an implied premise is. 

However, in the pretext for a positive “just,” it can be found that the proposition expressed is not 

supposed to exist.

  I have demonstrated that positive “just” indicates that the implicated premise in the proposi-

tion expressed is not supposed to exist in the pretext and that the speaker negates the implied 

premise. The positive “just” is derived from an idea that the premise does not exist. This charac-

teristic of the positive “just” is different from the negative “just.”
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